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Abstract
By analysing the income data of 154 countries over a period of 30 years, we transform
static data such as Lorentz curves into dynamic poverty-growth pathways. The
transformation results reveal that the global poverty-growth relationship is strongly
nonlinear and can be represented by an S-shaped curve (global GPR curve).
Differences in the shape of national GPR curves, referred to as poverty-growth
transition paths, are caused by differences in the intra-country inequality. For low-income
countries, poverty reduction can be fostered with increasing income inequality while, for
higher-income countries, poverty reduction is fostered with decreasing inequality. When
inequality increases too fast, the national poverty transition path flattens out and, in
extreme cases, even turns around (poverty inversion).
We introduce the concept of convolution to numerically simulate national transition
paths, allowing any change in inequality during the transition period. We show that our
algorithm is most suitable to forecast the socio-economic future of countries for different
poverty-growth-inequality scenarios.

Introduction
The growth-poverty relationship has been commanding a substantial attention in socioeconomic policy and literature for a long time. Practically all classical economic writers of
the 18th and 19th centuries – with Malthus, Smith and Marx as outstanding examples –
viewed poverty as a natural and everlasting phenomenon. However, the poverty
enlightenment revolution in the 20th century1 brought about the awareness that economic
growth, technological innovation and social progress are workable tools for poverty
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reduction. The seminal works of Kuznets (1955), Rostow (1960) and Kaldor (1956, 1966)
highlighted the relationship between growth and poverty with the view that economic
growth will sooner or later trickle down to the poorest segments of society and eventually
reduce or even eliminate poverty. The main reason for this conclusion was the standpoint
that inequality would go down along with economic progress, which was articulated in the
famous Kuznets curve. The simple trickle-down concept, which implicitly claims a causeeffect formulation, was later rejected as it became clear from empirical evidence that the
Kuznets curve is not universally applicable and, therefore, does not represent a socioeconomic certainty.
Since 1990s, a large number of household surveys on income, consumption and living
conditions became available. This development can be seen as a forerunner of the current
big data era, where mass integration of data is combined with domain knowledge. In the
1990s, the flow of incoming data provided a fruitful basis for multiple empirical studies on
poverty dynamics, encompassing different countries and time periods. There are, basically,
two main approaches employed in all these studies. The first one represents changes in
poverty as a linear function of mean income (see de Janvry and Sadoulet 1995 & 2000,
Ravallion and Chen 1997, Dollar and Cray 2002). It represents a linear data fitting process,
where extra ‘repair’ variables were included to improve the fit.
The second approach explicitly considers first- and second-order changes in the income
distribution as the two determinants of poverty (Ravallion and Huppi 1991, Datt and
Ravallion 1992, Kakwani 1993, Bourguignon 2003 & 2004). More specifically, they
decomposed analytically the change in poverty into (i) a growth component due to a
change in the mean of the income distribution and (ii) a redistributional component due to
a change in the width of the income distribution. Thus the decomposition of the change in
poverty boils down to the estimation of two partial derivatives of a linearized povertyincome function, the derivatives being referred to as growth elasticity and inequality
elasticity. Bourguignon (2003) derived these elasticities for the log-normal distribution.
They don’t need to be constant and may depend on the level of income. As the regression
process is again linear, the elasticities require inclusion of extra variables to improve the fit.
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This article takes a diversion from the above approaches by incorporating the concepts of
growth and inequality into a nonlinear, anisotropic poverty-income function2. The extension
to nonlinearity and anisotropy is fundamental, as in practical situations quantitative
measures of poverty – such as poverty headcount ratio – cannot be represented by a linear
function of income distribution properties. Acknowledging this reality has the advantage
that extra variables need not be included to repair for the oversimplifications. It makes the
proposed growth-poverty-inequality theory more realistic and, therefore, more suitable for
the design of inclusive growth policies in the real world.
For instance, in our nonlinear framework the economic growth of a country leads to the
poverty reduction along an S-shaped transition path, the slope of which is altered with
changing inequality. Increasing inequality may raise the natural base of the S-curve (creating
an elevated poverty floor) or may even cause pathway inversion, creating the dramatic
situation of a rising poverty headcount ratio despite the fact that its economy is still growing.
Samples of the discrete Lorentz curves of 154 countries are transformed into intra-country
inequality and socio-economic transition data. By analysing this data over the past 33 years
(1984-2016) the global poverty-income-inequality relationships are estimated and it is both
theoretically and empirically shown that the scattering around these global relationships are
not of a statistical nature but reveal intra-country inequality information of the individual
countries. If we (i) use poverty headcount ratio and reel income per capita as principal socioeconomic variables, (ii) choose the intra-country inequality index as the principal socioeconomic parameter and (iii) include nonlinearity in the relationships, then an effective multiscale description of a country’s socio-economic behaviour can be given in the past, present
and future. To visualize this, we introduce the nonlinear convolution algorithm, which allows
us to numerically compute the socio-economic transition path of a country taking into account
its inequality dynamics. The convolution algorithm also allows us to determine the required
growth for any pre-specified poverty-inequality ambition as well as to forecast the poverty
ratio for any growth-inequality scenario (convolutional forecasting).
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Global Socio-Economic Landscape
The global socio-economic landscape consists of a two-dimensional space that shows for each
country the poverty headcount ratio on the vertical axis and a measure for economic
performance on the horizontal axis. This is done over some period of time. Our framework
can handle any choice of suitable socio-economic proxies, but in this article we have made the
following specific choice. For a measure of social exclusion we have chosen the proxy poverty
headcount ratio for a given poverty line. In most figures of this paper the poverty line of $6
per capita per day is used3. For a measure of economic performance we have chosen the
proxy median income per capita per day, the income being real income and displayed on a log
scale. Figure 1 shows the global socio-economic landscape for 154 countries during the past
33 years (1984-2016). Each dot in the data cloud represents one country, showing its socioeconomic position in terms of the poverty headcount ratio on the vertical axis and its median
income per capita per day on the horizontal axis in a specific year. Note that the landscape
does not depend on the population size of the involved countries.
It is important to realize that behind each dot there is a high-resolution income distribution
function. This income distribution may be the composition of two, possibly very different,
rural and urban distributions. In the broad concept of the socio-economic landscape we may
replace countries by other organized socio-economic communities such as regions,
metropolises, cities or neighbourhoods. It results in very similar landscapes.
Note that the upper left-hand corner of the data cloud in Figure 1 contains the poor
countries as of today as well in the past. In the lower right-hand corner of the data cloud we
find the richer countries. There is no direct time axis. The global socio-economic landscape
also reveals that there exists a strong relationship between social inclusion in terms of
poverty reduction and income growth. We estimate this co-evolution relationship by
determining the central curve of the socio-economic data cloud (for mathematical detail see
Annex). In short, the finely-sampled Lorentz curves available for 154 countries since mid1980s are averaged to yield the global inequality curve. Further, the subsequent
differentiation and integration of the global inequality curve yields the central curve relating
poverty headcount with income level.
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Figure 1 shows that the result represents a nonlinear curve with an S-shape, being referred
to as the global GPR (growth -poverty relation) curve. As can be seen from Figure 1b, the
global GPR curve goes right through the center of the socio-economic data cloud. We will
use the global GPR curve as an objective reference to judge the national transition paths of
individual countries during their development, including their forecasted future.

Figure 1: The data cloud in the global socio-economic landscape for poverty line $6 per day (left-hand
side), together with its GPR curve (right-hand side).

Knowing that any income distribution function is represented by a positive-valued (often bellshaped) curve, it can be easily verified with our convolution concept (see Annex) that the
scattering around the global GPR curve is caused, in part, by the difference in intra-country
inequality and that it is decreasing to zero when approaching (from above or from below) the
global midpoint at poverty ratio of one half. In addition, the smaller the differences in intracountry inequality in the world, the smaller the scattering will be around the global GPR curve.
In the extreme situation that all intra-country inequalities would become equal, all countries
would be situated at (or very close to) the global GPR curve. It explains why the S-shaped global
GPR curve in Figure 1 represents a central curve, the inequality index of which is given by the
globally averaged intra-country Gini coefficient of 0.4 over the past 33 years (1984-2016). The
GPR-related central distribution function turns out to be clearly asymmetric with a fat lowincome head (see Annex). It is important to realize that in our computations there are no
assumptions involved on the shape of any of the income distributions. This is also true for the
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shape of the central distribution function and the related global GPR curve. All results are data
driven. We will see that the S-shaped co-evolution relationship in the socio-economic
landscape leads to the fundamental property that for poor countries with poverty ratio larger
than one half the poverty headcount ratio decreases if we increase the inequality. This leads to
the counter-intuitive conclusion that for poor countries temporally increasing the inequality
may be part of a responsible development policy. For rich countries with poverty ratio less than
one half it is the other way around due to the property that the socio-economic data cloud
is largely point symmetric, the point of symmetry being the midpoint. We come back to this
conclusion in Figure 5, where we reveal that this fundamental property of asymmetry can
be observed in practice.
The S-shaped GPR curve can be represented by the differential equation:
dHp
dy

= −4(1 − Hp )HpQ(y) ,

(1)

where Hp equals the poverty ratio, y equals the log median reel income and Q being an
income-dependent parameter related to the intra-country inequality index. Note that at
the midpoint Hp = 0.5 we may write:
dHp
dy

= −Q(y = z) ,

(2)

where z equals then poverty line. Note also that for the simple situation Q is a constant,
differential equation (1) represents the log-logistic distribution.
Socio-economic clustering of countries
If we apply cluster analysis to the cloud of countries in the global socio-economic landscape,
the optimum clustering results in five clusters4. Each cluster consists of countries with a
comparable development phase. Figure 2 shows the position of the five so-called common
development phase clusters (the CDP clusters) in the global landscape.
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Figure 2: The cloud of countries in the socio-economic landscape can be optimally subdivided in five
clusters of countries, each cluster containing countries with a comparable development phase.

Cluster 5 contains the collection of the world’s poorest countries; cluster 1 contains the
collection of the world’s richest countries. Behind each cluster dot there exists the cluster’s
central distribution function. This central distribution function also provides the cluster’s
average intra-country Gini coefficient. The cluster Gini coefficients range from 0.41 (the
poorest cluster 5) to 0.45 (middle income cluster 3) to 0.31 (the richest cluster 1). The most
depressed countries are not only situated in cluster 5 but remain during the entire 33 year
period. We call them stayers.

Global Intra-Country Inequality Space
In Figures 1 and 2 we showed the global socio-economic cloud, being based on the poverty
headcount ratio. Similarly, we can form a second socio-economic cloud being based on the
income share of the poor. Moreover, we can combine these two clouds into the global
intra-country inequality space (referred to below as the global inequality space), showing
income share of the poor versus poverty headcount ratio. One dot in this space represents
one point of a nation’s Lorentz curve in a specific year, see Figure 3 for the global inequality
space representing data on 154 countries over the past 33 years. Since both quantities
(poverty income share and poverty headcount ratio) depend on the median income, each
data point in the inequality space is implicitly connected to median income.
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Figure 3: In the global inequality space, each country is positioned by its income share of the poor on the
vertical axis and its poverty headcount ratio on the horizontal axis.

For increasing income inequality the income share of the poor becomes smaller and countries
move downward, depending on their inequality index. In Figure 3b, we show the global
inequality curve (the global INQ curve), being the central curve of the global inequality cloud.
Like the global GPR curve, the global INQ curve is also based on the global central distribution
function. Note that the shape of any INQ curve does not depend on the mean income of the
involved countries.
In conclusion, while the socio-economic landscape provides a view on the differences in the
development phase in the world, the inequality space provides a view on the differences in
intra-country inequality in the world. If all countries had the same intra-country inequality,
they all would be situated at (or very close to) the global GPR curve and the global INQ
curve. In such a simple world, the growth-poverty-inequality dynamics of the total world
can be well represented by the global GPR curve and the global INQ curve. In reality, we see
a much more complex picture, where countries are shifted vertically up and down,
depending on their intra-country inequality. What seems statistical scattering at first glance
turns out to be valuable inequality information.
Common development phase clusters in the global inequality space
We also show the position of the common development phase (CDP) clusters in the global
inequality space, see Figure 4. For easy comparison reasons, Figure 4b repeats Figure 2b
(CDP clusters in the global socio-economic landscape).
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Figure 4: The position of the CDP clusters in the global inequality space (left-hand side) and in the
global socio-economic landscape (right-hand side).

As expected, the CDP clusters are positioned at and around the central curve, depending on
the cluster’s inequality. Figure 4 confirms the evidence in Figure 2 that the average intracountry inequality of a cluster is changing with its development level. In the next section we
will have a more detailed look at this important property.
Inequality along the GPR curve
In Figure 5 the relationship between intra-country inequality and development phase is
further investigated. While moving along the global GPR curve (Figure 1), we choose around
each position the 25 nearest countries (left and right) and we compute at that position the
average Gini coefficient of these countries by averaging their Lorentz curves. Figure 5 shows
the result. We also included in Figure 5a the positions of the five CDP-clusters to show that
Figures 2, 4 and 5a are consistent. We see in Figure 5a the property that intra-country
inequality clearly varies with the development phase. While the inequality index shows a
somewhat erratic behavior with a slight increase in the early development phases (from
0.40 to 0.45), it consistently decreases when the poverty ratio becomes smaller than 0.5. In
Figure 5b the same graph is shown, but now as a function of poverty ratio. Moreover, we
only include in Figure 5b the countries that show sustainable progress (movers). Now we
observe a consistent behavior according to an inverse U-shaped curve, being referred to as
the global poverty-inequality relationship curve.
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Figure 5b confirms what we stated earlier that income growth in progressing low-income
countries is accompanied by increasing inequality whereas, for higher-income countries,
income growth is accompanied by decreasing inequality”.

Figure 5: The average Gini coefficient along the headcount-based global GPR curve as a function of
median income (left-hand side) and poverty ratio (right-hand side).

An important message of Figure 5 is that for every conclusion on global intra-country
inequality trends, it is important to bear in mind that such a conclusion will depend on the
sample of countries considered. For instance, Milanovic (2016) draws a general conclusion
of a recent trend in increase in intra-country inequality based on a dozen of countries in
the richest cluster . Our theory and Figure 5 show that this conclusion does not apply to
movers in clusters 3 and 2. Note also that the relatively low standard deviation of the
inequality scatter around the average Gini index is consistent with the dense scattering
around the global GPR curve.
Global inequality grouping
Figure 4 has provided a concise overview of the intra-country inequality differences in the
world around a global average of Gini index of 0.4. Now, let us form three groups of countries:
(i) countries with a low Gini index (less than 0.35), (ii) countries with a middle size Gini index
(between 0.35 and 0.5) and (iii) countries with a high Gini index (above 0.5). The result is
visualized in Figure 6a. It nicely demonstrates that the inequality groups are well separated by
the two constant-inequality boundary curves (0.35 and 0.50). These boundary curves have the
shape of a Lorentz curve, but it is important to realize that in the inequality space they have a
very different meaning. The global inequality grouping can also be transferred to the socioeconomic landscape. This is shown in Figure 6b.
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Figure 6: The three inequality groups (low, middle, high) in the global inequality space (a) and in the
global socio-economic landscape (b). The graphs confirm that the scattering in both clouds refers to
the different levels of intra-country inequality. Countries that belong to the group of highest
inequality cannot be found in the high-income clusters.

From Figure 6, we see the meaning of the scattering in the socio-economic landscape:
scattering represents intra-country inequality. Note also that the intra-country inequality
scattering in the data of Figure 6b confirms the point symmetry we already mentioned: above
the midpoint decreasing intra-country inequality means more poverty, below the midpoint
decreasing intra-country inequality means less poverty. Finally, note that Figure 6b is consistent
with the result of Figure 5b: countries in the highest inequality group (with Gini above 0.5)
cannot be found in the high-income clusters.

Global socio-economic coding
In the foregoing we have classified the world in five common development phase (CDP)
clusters (Figure 2) and three common inequality (INQ) groups (Figure 6), yielding 15 classes.
This double classification gives us the opportunity to assign a code to each country by its CDP
cluster (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and by its INQ group (A, B, C). For instance, The Netherlands is an A1
nation, China is a B3 country and Nigeria is a C5 nation. Table 1 gives an overview of all
countries with their classification for the year 2016. It also provides the number of people in
each class. Note that most people (4 billion) live in the lowest ranked classes (10-15).
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Stayers, Movers and Sprinters
While examining the progress in each CDP cluster during the33 year period, we observe that a
number of countries did make little or no progress staying in the same cluster during the whole
period. We call them stayers (see Table 2). We also see that a number of countries did make
sufficient progress to move up one cluster. We call them movers. A few countries did realize so
much progress that they moved-up two clusters. We call them sprinters.
Figure 7 shows the socio-economic transition paths for the group of movers starting in clusters
5, 4, 3 and 2 respectively. The result tells us that all four groups move along the global GPR
curve. From Figure 7 we may draw the conclusion that the global GPR curve does not only
represent the average growth-poverty relationship over the past 33 years, it also represents
the transition path of upward moving groups (movers). Figure 7 says that richer countries of
today moved along the same global GPR curve as the poorer countries.

Figure 7: Transition path of movers in cluster 5 (upper left), cluster 4 (upper right), cluster 3 (lower left)
and cluster 2 (lower right) in the socio-economic landscape. Note that the pathways of the movers stay
in the neighbourhood of the global GPR curve, confirming the important role of the global GPR curve as
an objective reference in the socio-economic transition of countries.
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Transition paths of single countries
Now, let us investigate this transition path for individual countries. As example, we show
the two transition paths of India for the poverty line of LP=$3.15 and China for the poverty
line of $6. In Figure 8a we show India’s transition path (left-hand side) and in Figure 8b
we show China’s transition path (right-hand side) in the socio-economic landscape
(national GPR pathways).
India represents an economy of more than 1.2 billion people and it has achieved a great
progress in the past 33 years, both economically and socially. Its income increased from
$2 per capita per day in 1984 to $4 per capita per day in 2016. At the same time, its
poverty headcount ratio decreased from 90% to 45%. India is a mover as it jumped one
development cluster: it moved from a B5 country in 1984 to a B4 country in 2016. India
closely follows the global GPR curve. Despite of the large progress, the poverty headcount
ratio was as high as 0.45 in 2016, meaning that about half a billion people still suffer from
an income lower than $3.1 a day.

Figure 8: The transition path of India (left-hand side) and China (right-hand side) in the socio-economic
landscape for the poverty lines $3.1 and $6.0 respectively.

Figure 8b shows the transition path of China for the poverty line of $6. The China's GPR
pathway shows a socio-economic progress over the past 33 years which is truly
unparalleled. Despite the population growth from one billion in 1984 to 1.4 billion in 2016,
the number of people that have a daily income below this poverty line is as low as 400
5
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million in 2016, which represents 28 % of population. China is a socio-economic sprinter,
since it jumped two clusters: it moved from a B5 nation in 1984 to a B3 nation in 2016.
Similar to India, China follows closely the global GPR curve.

Socio-Economic Forecasting
In the foregoing we demonstrated our theory by example (China and India), revealing that
the GPR pathway of individual countries is nonlinear and can be well described by an Sshaped curve. Variations in the shape of this S-curve depends on the country’s inequality
changes along its transition path. The GPR curve is used by us as an objective reference.
The transition path of a country in the socio-economic landscape represents the poverty
ratio Hp as a function of mean income y for a given poverty line z. It is important to realize
that when the median income changes, the nation’s inequality index (γ ) may change as
well. Inclusion of inequality change is vital in the understanding of poverty trends and is
also vital in the design of poverty policies. The poverty ratio then be represented for year t
by the integral
z

H ( yt , γ t ; z ) = ∫ ϕ ( y;yt , γ t )dy

(3)

0

where ϕ(.) is the income distribution density function. Both the mean income and inequality
index evolve over time. This means that the time axis is situated along the transition path
and in each transition point the poverty change is given by

ΔH =

∂H
∂H
∂H
Δy +
Δγ +
Δz
∂y
∂γ
∂z

(4)

Or, per unit time,

ΔH ∂H ∂y ∂H ∂γ ∂H ∂z
=
+
+
Δt
∂y ∂t ∂γ ∂t ∂z ∂t

(5)

where all six partial derivatives may change from year to year.
If the poverty line is fixed, then expression (3) simplifies to two terms:

ΔH ∂H ∂y ∂H ∂γ
=
+
Δt
∂y ∂t ∂γ ∂t

(6)
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If the poverty is defined as relative to the median income, then expression (3) reduces to one
term ΔH =

∂H
Δγ and only represents the component of change due to inequality change.
∂γ

It directly follows from the numerical convolution process (see Annex) that if the inequality
index is constant, the forecasted transition path will follow a fully predictable S-shaped
curve. The only variable along its pathway is speed, caused by the rate of change in income.
By changing the inequality index as well, the shape will increase or decrease its steepness,
causing a different rate of change in the poverty reduction. A most interesting situation
occurs when the increase in inequality becomes large with respect to the increase in
income. This can be easily verified by quantifying the change of the poverty ratio along the
transition path:

∆𝐻! =

!!!
!!

∆𝑦 +

!!!
!"

(7)

∆𝛾

Where, for any income distribution,

!!!
!!

< 0 and where

!!!
!"

< 0 for Hp < 0.5 and

!!!
!"

>0

for Hp > 0.5. The combination of both terms in equation (6) determines whether or not
poverty reduction will occur. From equation (6) we may make the following conclusions:
1. For lower-income countries with poverty ratio above one-half, increasing income
and increasing inequality leads to , as both terms in equation (A8) are negative. On
the other hand, decreasing inequality may result in a poverty floor (ΔHp = 0) or even
a poverty inversion (ΔHp > 0). Note that for constant income the pathway is vertical.
2. For higher-income countries with poverty ratio below one-half, with increasing
income it is the other way around: decreasing inequality leads to poverty reduction,
as both terms are negative. On the other hand, increasing inequality may result in a
poverty floor or poverty inversion. Although a rare event, poverty inversion did
happen in reality, for instance, in Nigeria in 1990s (Anderson and Reynolds 2016).
Similar conclusions can be made for countries with a declining income This will lead to a
reverse transition path that may be different from the forward path (‘anisotropic
recession’).In the following we will demonstrate our forecasting theory by example,
illustrating how our nonlinear framework can be used to apply socio-economic forecasting.
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We do this by extending the GPR pathway to the future by applying the above convolution
mechanism. Hence, convolution is used as a prediction tool. The convolution process
requires two input parameters: the rate of change in inequality and income, where intracountry inequality is a slowly changing property in practice.. We estimate future intracountry inequalities by extending a country’s Gini index for a business as usual scenario as
well as alternative inequality scenarios. By doing this, forecasting results give quantitative
insight in the minimum growth figures and inequality changes that are required to realize a
pre-specified poverty reduction goal. The Indonesia case is an illustration6.
Figure 9 shows Indonesia’s GPR pathway in the socio-economic landscape (left-hand side).
Indonesia’s Gini coefficient has increased from less than 0.3 to over 0.4 in the past 33 years.
In 2016 the poor (70% of the total population) received only 15% of the nation’s income.
The median income increased from below $2 to over $5 in the past 33 years. In 2016, the
poverty headcount ratio stood at 0.41.

Figure 9: Indonesia’s GPR pathway for Lp=$6 in the period 1984-2016.

Figure 10 shows also the extended GPR pathway (2016-2035) by applying convolutional
forecasting, using different growth scenarios. In Figure 10a we use the business as usual
scenario with the 2015 parameters: a yearly income increase of 5% and a Gini coefficient of
0.4. In the scenario of Figure 10b we keep the Gini coefficient unchanged (0.4), but the
yearly income increase is doubled (10%). According to our theory, the extended transition
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path keeps its shape, but growth-poverty results are realized in a shorter time. Next, in
Figure 10c the yearly income growth is kept to 5% (as in Figure 10a), but now the Gini
coefficient is also growing. It means a change in the shape of the pathway. The increase in
inequality is such that further reduction of the poverty headcount ratio has stopped,
causing an early poverty floor in Indonesia’s development.
Finally, Figure 10c is repeated with a Gini coefficient that is increasing even faster. In the
scenario of Figure 10d we see that in such a pro-rich policy the poverty headcount ratio
leaves the early poverty floor and even starts to increase (poverty inversion).

Figure 10: Indonesia’s GPR pathway for Lp=$6 in the period 1984-2035 for business as usual (a),
for the situation of very high growth (b), for growth with an early poverty floor (c) and for growth
with a poverty inversion (d).

Conclusions
By using the global data of 154 countries over an observation period of 33 years, it is
demonstrated how over 1300 national Lorentz curves can be transformed into a data cloud
in the global inequality space. Each data point in this space represents the poverty
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headcount ratio (horizontal axis) and income share of the poor (vertical axis) for one nation
in a specific year. The global inequality curve (global INQ curve) is situated in the center of
the data cloud.
By using the mean income of each country, the global inequality space has been transformed
into the global socio-economic landscape. Each data point in this landscape represents the
poverty headcount ratio (vertical axis) and the log median income per capita (horizontal axis)
for one country in a specific year. The global growth-poverty relationship curve (global GPR
curve) is situated in the center of the data cloud. It represents a nonlinear relationship , having
the shape of an S-curve. The global GPR curve is used as an objective reference for the
assessment of national socio-economic transition paths.
The global INQ curve can be transformed into the global GPR curve and the global GPR curve
can be transformed into the global central income distribution function and vice versa. The
central income distribution shows the average shape of all involved income distributions
aligned at the global mean income.
Each point of the global GPR curve contains contributions of countries with a comparable
development phase (defined by the level of median income and poverty headcount ratio).
Geographic position and time of observation do not count; grouping and averaging is per
common development phase (CDP) only. The co-evolution of poverty reduction and
economic growth appears time-invariant, at least in the past 33 years.
Numerical analysis of the socio-economic data cloud also reveals that the world can be
optimally subdivided in five common development phase clusters Using the poverty line of
$6, the two poorest clusters make out more than 50% of the world population. As
expected, all CDP clusters are situated on the global GPR curve. These CDP clusters consist
of countries that stayed in the same cluster (stayers), countries that moved up one cluster
(movers) and countries that moved up two clusters (sprinters) during their development.
If we compute the average Gini coefficient along the global GPR curve we reveal the
average inequality as a function of increasing development phase. The result shows that (i)
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for movers in the two low-income clusters the Gini coefficient is increasing and for movers
in the two medium-income clusters the Gini coefficient is decreasing as a function of
poverty headcount ratio. If we look at the entire development spectrum (from very poor to
very rich) and we focus on the average intra-inequality of the movers, an inverse U-shaped
curve can be observed.
For individual countries, the national GPR curve also represents a socio-economic transition
path, often with an S-shaped curve. A convolution approach shows that increasing
inequality makes the transition path flatter. There exists a critical ratio between inequality
rate and growth rate such that the poverty headcount ratio ceases to decrease, causing a
poverty floor. In the special situation, the poverty headcount ratio will even start to
increase, being referred to as poverty inversion.
With our convolution algorithm we can extend national transition paths to the future
(convolutional forecasting) and show the dependence of welfare forecasts on growth and
inequality. A change in income growth rate will change the speed along the future
transition path, but it leaves the shape of the pathway unaltered. A change in inequality will
change the shape of the future transition path but it leaves the income level the same. In
practice we see both changes occur simultaneously.
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Table 1: Clusters with their country members, including their inequality code, and the involved
number of people. Note that more than 3 billion people live in the poorest clusters (4 and 5). More
than 5 billon people live in countries with a B-type inequality.

Table 2: List of stayers, movers and sprinters over the observed period of 33 years (1984-2016).
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Annex
Clouds of countries and their central curves
For a pre-specified income line, a Lorentz curve provides one point of the inequality cloud
(income share of the poor vs. poverty headcount ratio, one point of the socio-economic
cloud (poverty headcount ratio vs. median income) and one point of the extended socioeconomic cloud (income share of the poor vs. median income. If we include all years and all
countries then the full data clouds are obtained in the global inequality space and in the
global socio-economic landscape.
Given a Lorentz curve for a specific year, we can compute the Gini coefficient for that year:

𝐺=2

!
!

(A.1)

𝐻 − 𝐻 𝑑𝐻

with H being the poverty headcount and 𝐻 the income share of the poor, meaning that for
each point in the above clouds the Gini coefficient is known. The average Gini coefficient of
any group of countries is given by:

1
𝐺=
𝑁
=2

!

!!!
!
!

2
𝐺! =
𝑁

!

!

𝐻 − 𝐻! 𝑑𝐻
!!! !

𝐻 − 𝐻 𝑑𝐻

(A.2)

where 𝐻 represents the average Lorentz curve of the group under consideration. If we take
all countries (N=160) we obtain the global INQ curve (see Figure 5b), characterized by the
globally averaged Gini coefficient (G=0.4). It functions as the central curve in the global
inequality cloud. From the global INQ curve, the globally averaged cdf (central cdf of the
world) and the globally averaged pdf (central pdf of the world) can be determined by the a
two-step differentiation process. The related global GPR curves, functioning as central
curves in the global socio-economic landscape (see Figures 2b and 4b), are obtained by
applying an integration process to the central pdf for a fixed income line z and a changing
median income 𝐼:
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𝐻 𝐼; 𝛾, 𝑧 =

!
𝐹
!

𝐼; 𝛾 𝑑𝐼

(A.3)

where ϒ the inequality parameter. In Figure 19 we show the central cdf and the central pdf
of the world in the log income domain. Figure 19 reveals that the central income
distribution function of the world is not symmetric, being ‘fat’ at the low-income side.
This 3-step transformation process (double differentiation followed by single integration)
can be applied to any group of countries. For instance, in Figures 3b and 6b results are
given to show the position and Gini coefficient of the five CDP clusters. In addition, the 3step transformation process can also be applied to any pre-specified curve in the global
inequality space. For instance, in Figures 8a and 8b we showed the transformation of the
two boundary curves in the global inequality space – defining three inequality groups – to
the two related boundary curves in the global socio-economic landscape.
Construction of transition paths by convolution
If we want to construct the transition path of a country in the socio-economic landscape,
we have to compute its poverty ratio as a function of income for a given poverty line. It is
important to realize that when the median income changes, the nation’s inequality index

(γ ) may change as well. Inclusion of Δγ is vital in the understanding of poverty trends and
is also vital in the design of poverty policies. It leads to a complex numerical process that
can be well presented by the convolution integral in the income domain. For each year t,
the median income is 𝐼! and inequality index γt. Then the headcount poverty ratio at the
poverty line z,

𝐻! 𝐼, 𝛾; 𝑧 =

!!
𝑈(𝑧
!!

− 𝐼! )𝜑! (𝐼; 𝐼! , 𝑧)𝑑𝐼

(A.4)

where U represents the unit step function with 𝑈 𝑧 − 𝐼! = 1 for 𝐼! < 𝑧, 𝑈 𝑧 − 𝐼! = 0.5
for 𝐼! = 𝑧 and 𝑈 𝑧 − 𝐼! = 0 for 𝐼! > 𝑧. In the convolution process, the unit step function

U has a fixed position (determined by income line z ), while the country’s income pdf is
shifting along the log income axis (in the situation of economic growth to the right and in
the situation of economic shrink to the left). During this numerical shifting process the
inequality index may change in any fashion (inequality-variant convolution).
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